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Exposed: US Military Fuel Vaccine
Propaganda
Prolific poster who attacks the 'anti-vax' turns out to be a US military shill

The Underdog
Feb 12

25

Updates: Several weeks a�er this was published a number of individuals have provided new
information, and the article has been updated to re�ect this.
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If you have been wisely avoiding Twitter, you may not have heard of the name Ian
Copeland. He claims to be a “debunker of nonsense”, which isn’t an actual job title, but
we’ll humour him.

He declares he has a PhD on his Twitter pro�le. He even posted his certi�cate publicly
back in May 2021, from Baylor College of Medicine, but there’s only one paper to his
name, it is incredibly short, and it isn’t vaccine related. He’s not an MD, although he
feels like he can give everyone advice on the topic.

Ian got through via Baylor College of Medicine’s IMSD. What is IMSD? It stands for

‘Initiative for Maximizing Student Development’, a ‘a�rmative action’ system
adopted by many Universities.

Jikkyleaks calls it a ‘cardboard PhD’. The Daily Beagle just calls him Dr Copium.

Unlike most other PhDs, where PhDs are more skeptical than Professionals (MDs),
Master’s or Bachelors, Ian does not spend his time researching, or working at an

institution earning money.

Un-PhD Behaviours

https://twitter.com/IanCopeland5
https://twitter.com/IanCopeland5/status/1398079679597264901
https://www.jacc.org/doi/abs/10.1016/S0735-1097%2818%2931122-7
https://www.jacc.org/doi/abs/10.1016/S0735-1097%2818%2931122-7
https://www.jacc.org/doi/abs/10.1016/S0735-1097%2818%2931122-7
https://cdn.bcm.edu/sites/default/files/imsd_aug_2021.pdf
https://www.umassmed.edu/news/news-archives/2022/06/prep-graduates-imsd-scholars-honored-learn-social-side-of-science/
https://twitter.com/Jikkyleaks/status/1622529882000601090
https://storage.googleapis.com/plos-corpus-prod/10.1371/journal.pone.0260731/1/pone.0260731.s005.pdf?X-Goog-Algorithm=GOOG4-RSA-SHA256&X-Goog-Credential=wombat-sa%40plos-prod.iam.gserviceaccount.com%2F20230219%2Fauto%2Fstorage%2Fgoog4_request&X-Goog-Date=20230219T062401Z&X-Goog-Expires=86400&X-Goog-SignedHeaders=host&X-Goog-Signature=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Bizarrely, he instead spends all day, every day, on Twitter, attacking the
“antivaxers”[sic], writing unprofessional, child-like Tweets rife with Emoji spam and
personal attacks. You can’t help but feel this isn’t typical for PhDs.

He’ll stage phony o�ers to listen to evidence in verbal debates, where he’ll conveniently
ignore evidence that contradicts his pay packet, and instead cherry pick the worst

responses, acting as though no evidence has been presented.

O�en he’ll quote studies he hasn’t properly read, quote segments out of context, and
ignore evidence even within his own dataset that undermines his own argument.

He Works For A Cardboard Company

https://gitlab.com/TheUnderdog/general-research/-/blob/main/COVID-19-Shot-Questions/Part2/StudiesDatabase.csv
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What Ian Copeland fails to disclose on his Twitter pro�le are his con�icts of interest
In-fact, his pro�le page didn’t even originally mention his C2 Genomics tie until a�er
The Daily Beagle started asking questions, which of course, he ignored.

C2 Genomics, likely like the PhD, is a cardboard website and thus a cardboard
business. The page still says “under construction”, and the social media links all point to

the default ‘wix’ links provided by the template. Dr Copium is too busy verbally
abusing people on Twitter to �nish his website, we guess?

https://web.archive.org/web/20230131093655/https://twitter.com/IanCopeland5
http://c2genomics.org/
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F6e22dfae-352b-4ca4-9761-e312e84e93b5_329x265.png
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Even the copyright message has not been updated and says “2023 by Name of Site”. C2
Genomics does have a hidden leadership page — found by a member of the ‘mouse

army’ on Twitter — which appears to consist entirely of Ian Copeland’s family and
friends. Again, reinforcing it is a cardboard business with no working model.

He is as disingenuous as they come. But why?

He’s got to create this thin veneer that he knows what he is talking about in order to
o�set his misuse of evidence, whilst pretending he isn’t working for the government

so his employers aren’t challenged. It is so token even the cardboard blows over in a
gentle breeze.

Ian Copeland fails to disclose his con�ict of interests. The Daily Beagle was told by
one social media poster this was due to ‘JER’ (Joint Ethics Regulation), which says:

[…] Social media fundraising sites such as “Go Fund Me” are subject to the same

endorsement prohibitions. Avoid uniforms, Army logos, ranks, or other indicators of o�cial

He Works For The US Military

https://www.c2genomics.org/leadership
https://home.army.mil/knox/application/files/9915/6623/5546/JER_Applicability_to_ROTC_Cadets_Info_Paper_September_2016.pdf
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F66382dcc-d6eb-4a93-9eb7-a3fed6e30ffa_1140x591.png
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sanction in campus or social media fundraising. […]

However, seeing as the business website is incomplete, it seems more like the
business was created speci�cally with the intention of invoking JER explicitly to avoid

mentioning military involvement.

This does raise questions whether or not the wider US military get posters to create
proxy businesses in order to avoid publicly declaring US military involvement in
online social media campaigns.

He works for the US military, and despite only being recruited in March 2021, he

already is a Captain (it turns out the US army will make most PhDs into ‘O-3’, which
means Captain rank).

I am currently a Captain in the United States Army. I serve as a Biochemist/Physiologist. A
few of my skillsets include bioinformatics, working with next-generation sequencing data
(whole exome and whole genome) and Sanger sequencing. I am interested in understanding

the cause of rare genetic disorders such as child hood onset essential hypertension. I am also

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/why-i-chose-military-over-post-doc-research-position-perhaps-ian-dews
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fc11da5c4-e004-44c0-8b81-c4f01be0ec3e_706x525.png
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the CFO of C2 Genomics, a 501(c)3 non pro�t organization that focuses on genomic testing
and education.

We can tell it is the same Ian Copeland, because both mention Baylor College of

Medicine, both report working for the cardboard C2 Genomics, the latter is on Ian
Copeland’s Twitter pro�le.

Curiously, on his Twitter pro�le he calls C2 Genomics a “Business”, but on his
LinkedIn he calls it a 501(c)3 (a non-pro�t, or ‘charity’). Do the IRS know about the
inconsistencies?

Evidence Of Military Propaganda
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We have a man, who, before he got his PhD in May 2021, joined the US Army in March
2021. He is apparently still working for them, but his time is mostly writing attack
pieces on those critical of the shots on Twitter.

Based on this evidence, we must conclude one of several possibilities are true:

1. Ian Copeland is a fraud, does not have a PhD, is not quali�ed, and does not work
for the US military (but then how does he have a published paper, certi�cate, etc?)

2. The Ian Copeland Twitter account is an imposter, pretending to be Ian Copeland
(but then how does the account have access to the real one’s certi�cate?)

3. Ian Copeland is who says he is, but spends his entire time slacking o� on Twitter

whilst working for the US Army, and the US Army don’t know

4. The US Army know what he is doing, and that is Ian Copeland’s main job

Given the overwhelming weight of evidence, option 4 is the most likely. And we can
reinforce this further.

In May 2021 — the same month and year Ian Copeland graduated — the Walter Reed

Army Institute of Research boasted how they were re-launching their vaccine
manufacturing facility for the SARS-CoV-2 shots.

US Army Have A Direct Conflict Of Interest In The Shots

https://blogs.bcm.edu/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/2021-Graduation-Program.pdf
https://www.army.mil/article/246370/walter_reed_army_institute_of_research_re_launches_vaccine_manufacturing_facility
https://www.army.mil/article/246370/walter_reed_army_institute_of_research_re_launches_vaccine_manufacturing_facility
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F4ecd085b-da5b-476e-9372-5cc8ee6b7a4f_421x429.png
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F4ecd085b-da5b-476e-9372-5cc8ee6b7a4f_421x429.png
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Part of the article reads:

When SARS-CoV-2 was emerging on the world’s stage in early 2020, researchers and
scientists across the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research were mobilizing their resources
to combat it.

It goes on to remark (emphasis added):

[…] the PBF [Pilot Bioproduction Facility] sta� threw themselves into their work, working

around the clock to oversee the completion of building renovations, the calibration and
quali�cation of equipment according to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s current
good manufacturing practices and development of a manufacturing process for WRAIR’s
COVID-19 vaccine, known as spike ferritin nanoparticle

This shot with the ‘spike ferritin [iron] nanoparticle’ went to clinical trials under

WRAIR’s watch.

This particular shot is the US Army’s attempt at a so-called “pan-coronavirus” or ‘all-
in-one’ shot, as reported by GlobalNews:

“It’s not just one spike protein that is being presented to your immune system. It’s multiple
spike proteins decorated around a symmetric particle,” said Dr. Kayvon Modjarrad, director
of the EIDB and co-inventor of the vaccine.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/history/NCT04784767?V_3=View
https://globalnews.ca/news/7747074/covid-universal-coronavirus-vaccine-research/
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F7eae5bca-d93f-40d0-beb9-262019257786_989x440.png
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EIDB is the Emerging Infectious Diseases Branch (EIDB) based at Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research (WRAIR), as noted in the GlobalNews article.

So naturally, the US military, have a con�ict-of-interest to shill in favour of the shots.

Indeed, the time Ian Copeland was recruited was when the military vaccine mandates
were in full swing, so to still be working there, he has to be totally onboard with the
shots. ~99% of exemptions were denied.

Although Ian Copeland knows evidence is out there that implicates him working for
the US military, he does not disclose it on his Twitter pro�le, like he knows it would

immediately discredit his message.

It is proof that the US military are engaging in outright propaganda on Twitter to
protect their own interests in the shots.

And the con�ict-of-interest love-in doesn’t stop there!

Baylor College Of Medicine Bonus Round

https://justthenews.com/government/security/army-announces-separations-over-covid-19-vaccines-exemptions-99-disapproval
https://www.goarmy.com/careers-and-jobs/specialty-careers/special-ops/psychological-operations.html
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Ian Copeland studied under Neil Hanchard, who also appears as a co-author on Ian’s

lacklusture paper. Jikkyleaks found Neil Hanchard had three major a�liations, as
denoted by the numbers, 1, 3 and 5 on this a�liations page. There’s also an implicit
tie to the Undiagnosed Diseases Network but that is beyond the scope of this article.

Hanchard’s a�liations are:

https://cdn.bcm.edu/sites/default/files/imsd_aug_2021.pdf
https://www.jacc.org/doi/abs/10.1016/S0735-1097%2818%2931122-7
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33001864/
https://undiagnosed.hms.harvard.edu/
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F4a54fb5a-89d1-49b6-b29d-db3e4983e57b_792x330.png
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F4a54fb5a-89d1-49b6-b29d-db3e4983e57b_792x330.png
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F1f1f9c0e-014d-4d4a-ba6c-c3b6bf373175_741x734.png
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1. Department of Molecular and Human Genetics, Baylor College of Medicine
(BCM), Houston, Texas, USA.

2. Texas Children's Hospital, Houston, Texas, USA.

3. Laboratory for Translational Genomics, Agricultural Research Service
(ARS)/United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Children's Nutrition
Research Center

Why those a�liations? Well, it turns out all three organisations operate together in
the “world’s largest medical center” (Texas Medical Center, where Texas Children's Hospital is

based):

Baylor College of Medicine (BCM) is a standalone medical school located in the Texas
Medical Center in Houston, TX, which is the world's largest medical center. Eight animal
care and use facilities fall under the BCM umbrella, including the Michael DeBakey VA,
Texas Children's Hospital, and a USDA children's nutrition research facility

And guess who they paired with? None other than SARS-CoV-2 outbreak implicated

Galveston National Laboratory, shot-manufacturing Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research, and vaccine shill himself, Dr Peter Hotez!

It Is Where Vaccine Shill Dr Peter Hotez Works

https://www.aslap.org/career-development/current-residencies/baylor-college-of-medicine
https://www.aslap.org/career-development/current-residencies/baylor-college-of-medicine
https://www.upsbatterycenter.com/blog/decade-of-vaccine-research-yields-fruit/
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Baylor College of Medicine (BCM), Texas Children’s Hospital and the Sabin Vaccine
Institute simultaneously announced the recruitment of Dr Peter Hotez to work on
vaccines:

Leaders of Texas Children's Hospital, Baylor College of Medicine and the Sabin Vaccine
Institute sign agreement today for the recruitment of Dr. Peter Hotez and the relocation of
the Sabin vaccine development program to Texas Children's and BCM.

This wasn’t simply a hire, but an agreement formed between three of the groups
themselves:

A memorandum of understanding outlining the framework for the groundbreaking

collaborative program was signed today by leaders of the three institutions: Morton P.
Hyman, board chair of the Sabin Vaccine Institute; Mark Wallace, president and CEO of
Texas Children's; and Dr. Paul Klotman, president and CEO of BCM.

How cozy of them! Baylor College of Medicine and Texas Children’s Hospital also both
announced joining Sabin’s board:

Representatives of BCM and Texas Children's will be joining the Board of the Sabin
Vaccine Institute.

https://www.texaschildrens.org/about-us/news/releases/bcm-texas-childrens-announce-recruitment-dr-peter-hotez-and-team-major-advance-develop-vaccines
https://www.texaschildrens.org/about-us/news/releases/bcm-texas-childrens-announce-recruitment-dr-peter-hotez-and-team-major-advance-develop-vaccines
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2Fff7cd166-04cd-4d41-beba-ab6788f38b6b_379x296.png
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So basically they’re all making out with each other in one giant vaccine orgy. You can
even see Dr Peter Hotez ugly mugshot on the Baylor College of Medicine’s
administration page, where he looks like he’d be stalking you through a steamed glass

window, dishevelled hair included:

*Heavy Breathing* ‘I know where you live’

If you’re not familiar with who Peter Hotez is, he famously lied to Joe Rogan saying
there were no chemicals in vaccines (go to 5:15 of this video), and insisted that anyone
critical of vaccines was some sort of violent extremist, per usual vaccine cultist

rhetoric.

The part Dr Peter Hotez conveniently omits when declaring all critics of the vaccine
cult are closet terrorists, is he was working on a SARS-CoV (the original, not to be
confused with SARS-CoV-2) vaccine with Galveston National Laboratory where he
stood to �nancially bene�t, and got livid when funding for it was cancelled when

SARS-CoV didn’t turn into a pandemic. He wasn’t happy there was no pandemic, he
was unhappy he didn’t have a chance to pro�t.

Dr Peter Hotez is the co-director of Texas Children’s Center for Vaccine Development,
per the Sabin Vaccine Institute agreement, with another…
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One person that seems to follow Dr Peter Hotez around like his shadow is Maria Elena
Bottazzi. Like Dr Peter Hotez she is also, somehow, co-director of Texas Children’s
Center for Vaccine Development:

Maria Elena Bottazzi, Ph.D., associate dean of the National School of Tropical Medicine at
Baylor and co-director of Texas Children’s Center for Vaccine Development

Where-ever Dr Peter Hotez goes, she is o�en there with him.

Baylor College of Medicine (not to be confused with Baylor University linked above,
although Dr Peter Hotez does work at both) also formed an agreement to manufacture

https://www.tmc.edu/news/2020/08/baylor-college-of-medicine-to-develop-covid-19-vaccine-with-biological-e-limited/
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a SARS-CoV-2 shot:

Baylor College of Medicine has entered into a licensing agreement with India-based
biotechnology company Biological E. Limited (BE) to develop a COVID-19 vaccine.

So naturally, Baylor College of Medicine has a giant �nancial con�ict of interest to
churn out vaccine shills en-mass, even if they’re neither ready nor fully quali�ed.

Is it really any surprise they’re the source of the latest US military propaganda war on
those dissenting against authoritarian government medical regimes?

Keep safe Daily Beagle readers.

Subscribe to The Daily Beagle and get more content like this.
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distribute the mRNA products in a Medical Countermeasure f ramework so they were
exempt f rom any normal pharma product regulation/oversight. Thus the DoD is the primary
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body responsible for all vax related activities-  including massive propaganda campaigns
employing the likes of  this yahoo
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